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Abstract

Mandanas-Garcia Supreme Court ruling
poses issues to Bangsamoro
government, as this ruling implies that
the central government gets lesser
resources, which entails the need for
BARMM government to devolve some of
its functions to the smaller units. 

The Mandanas-Garcia ruling corrects
the National Government’s computation
of LGUs’ share of Internal Revenue
Allotment (IRA), which is now referred as
National Tax Allotment (NTA). This new
computation suggests that LGUs’ NTA
must also include tax collection from
the Bureau of Customs,[i] which was not
included before in computation of LGUs’
IRA. As a result of the ruling, the
distribution of resources for LGUs
increase in 2022.[ii] From 31.2 percent
share, the LGUs are expected to receive 

Commentary

Because of the implication of Mandanas-Garcia ruling, the National Government
agencies are devolving some of its functions to the Local Government Units
(LGUs). The Department of Budget and Management (DBM), however, advised
that the Bangsamoro government is not required to comply with the devolution
transition program. But despite of DBM’s stand on BARMM’s situation, the
Bangsamoro Government cannot help but face the issue of the Mandanas-Garcia
ruling, since it has an immediate implication to its fiscal space and its LGUs. The
new budgetary structure lowers BARMM government’s funds, and as a result,
BARMM government must devolve some of its functions and programs to the
LGUs. Such decision must be made so that the affected services will still have
avenues for continuation. Given the inevitability of the devolution, the BARMM
government and its Ministries have the strategic position to specify which
programs are feasible to be devolved to BARMM LGUs. 

² 

Abstract

40 percent of the National
Government’s (NG) collected tax, 8.8
percent higher than what they
previously received. On the other side,
this new computation also results to a 

Source: Philippines Economic Update 2021
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decrease of budget of the national
government from 68.8 percent to 60
percent. [iii]

The 8.8 percent increase share of LGUs
is equivalent to billions of pesos of funds
relocated from the National
Government to Local Government
Units. As a result, the key programs
from NG are fiscally affected, which
necessitates these programs devolution
to LGUs. Among the national agencies
affected, which necessitates these
programs devolution to LGUs. Among
the national agencies affected, the
DPWH experiences the biggest budget
reduction with P280.6 billion worth of
funds allocated for the Local
Infrastructure Program (LIP).[iv] DSWD,
on the other hand, is reported to have
eight (8) affected programs amounting
to a total of P57.5 billion.[v] Same is true
with other National Government’s
department. The list shows the amount
of budget cut from these Departments:
Department of Health - 45.4 billion,
Department of Agriculture - 32.0 billion,
Department of Education - 11.1 billion,
DENR - P8.3 billion. In total, 60
programs with appropriations from
2021, amounting to P452.3 billion are
either for phasing out, scaling down, or
in discontinuance within 2022-2024.”[vi]

In BARMM, the Mandanas ruling is
expected to have a similar effect on its
government’s fiscal space. While the
Department of Budget and
Management (DBM) does not yet
require BARMM to comply with any
devolution transition plan[vii], the
Bangsamoro government cannot but
be subjected to the budgetary
restrictions made at the national level.
Since the share of NG from the revenue
collections has decreased, the BARMM’s 
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annual block grant, which is its primary
source of fund, is also expected to
decrease. Based on the Bangsamoro
Organic Law (BOL), the computation of
BARMM’s annual block grant is based
on the “net national internal revenue
tax collection of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue and the net collection of the
Bureau of Customs”.[viii] As a net
revenue,  this amount is derived after
subtracting the local government units’
National Tax Allotment and other
payments mandated by special laws.
[ix] On the other hand, while BARMM’s
central government experiences
decreased funding, its LGUs will have
an additional budget based on the new
computation of the National Tax
Allotment (NTA). 

Source: Philippines Economic Update 2021

The DBM does not compel BARMM to
immediately undergo the process of
devolution, as the Department avoids
any disruptions on the Bangsamoro
transition process.[x] However, the
domino effect of fiscal changes at the
national level—which results to a
reduced block grant—forces  BARMM’s
central government to readjust its 
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programs. Similar to the National
Government, the reduction of funds
affects the Bangsamoro government.
This restricted budget could lead to
scaling down or even discontinuance of
some of its programs, specifically some
services of the Ministries.

In the National Government, a total of
60 programs from DPWH, DSWD, DOH,
DA, DepEd, and DENR are expected to
be discontinued and devolved to the
LGUs. [xi] While not yet mandated,
BARMM needs to finish its own
Devolution Transition Plan (DTP),
otherwise its Ministries’ halted services
will not have any avenue to be
delivered, despite the additional
resources of BARMM LGUs.  

With this Devolution Transition Plan,
similar strategies from the NG can be
adopted by the BARMM. The
Bangsamoro government and its
Ministries can identify what programs
from each Ministry—The Ministry of
Public Works (MPW), Ministry of Health
(MOH) , Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Agrarian Reform (MAFAR) Ministry
of Basic, Higher, and Technical
Education (MBHTE), and Ministry of
Environment, Natural Resources and
Energy (MENRE), or other relevant
Ministries—that are most feasible to be
devolved to the LGUs.  Each BARMM
Ministries, guided by the provisions of
decentralization, may or may not follow
the particular programs that the
National Government’s departments
have chosen to re-assign to LGUs. These
Ministries, including the Ministry of
Interior Local Government (MILG),
possess a better understanding of the
characteristics of BARMM LGUs and
how their programs are being carried
out at the ground level. While MILG has 
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a crucial role in BARMM’s Devolution
Transition Plan, the Bangsamoro
Ministries, in consultation with various
stakeholders, are the key agents that
can ascertain the specific programs to
be devolved to BARMM LGUs. These
Ministries, given their practical
knowledge on how services are being
delivered, can strategically identify the
most feasible and realistic programs
that can be transferred to smaller local
government units. 
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